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A PATHWAY TO REALIZE 
YOUR COMMUNITY’S 
OUTDOOR RECREATION 
POTENTIAL.



WHO IS CORR FOR?
CORR is for Montana communities seeking to realize their recreation 
vision. Communities are encouraged to tailor CORR to their 
specific community needs. The process can and is encouraged to 
be inclusive of various partners at the local, state, tribal, regional, 
and federal levels. 

CORR is applicable for a 
wide variety of projects. 
The spectrum can range 
from small community-
level projects to 
growing an area’s 
outdoor recreation 
economy on a large 
scale. CORR will provide 
guidance to achieve 
communities’ vision for 
outdoor recreation.

GOAL
To provide guidance to communities throughout Montana to support 
the planning, vision, and implementation for outdoor recreation.

OBJECTIVES
• To enhance community well-being and way of life

• To assist in growth of outdoor recreation economy through  
 the public and private sector
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This is an iterative process and may look different for 
each community. The steps above will be explained 
in greater detail within the final plan and question 
prompts will be included to serve as a starting point.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
In collaboration with University of Montana students, several 
communities were identified as potential pilot communities. The 
CORR process will be piloted in selected communities over the 
next year to help further refine and strengthen the process. 

The final CORR plan will be a useable “template” that can be 
catered to fit an individual community and will contain tools 
to support and assist communities in achieving their goals 
and overarching vision. Elements of the final CORR plan 
will include a step-by-step framework, potential solutions to 
common roadblocks, and resources to aid throughout the 
process. For more information, contact Rachel Shouse at 
rachel.shouse@umconnect.umt.edu.


